
After Marc-Denis Weitze’s presentation about some background theory of 
science communication, I want to introduce you to some construction 
principles of participative science dialogues involving lay people (and experts) 
– so when you want to rock participants’ neurons also think about a dialogue 
frameworks to encourage it

… so that people are getting interested, will be curious, open minded…get 

involved.

Here we are within the GAMBA project – where citizens and arthritis patients 
were invited to discuss about the chances, risks, ethical impacts and generell
conditions of a European research project. The researchers searched for lay 
persons’ feedback and recommendations in three countries – Germany, 
Switzerland and Ireland.
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Here you see the more classical, common approach in science 
communication (from today’s PCST morning session) : 

A (long) presentation by an expert (often in form of a power point 
presentation) – the audience in the dark can ask questions afterwards 
(questions which often turn out to be additional statements or are collected by 
the facilitator so that the expert’s answers cover only some of the questions 

afterwards)

These formats – of course - have their strengths in passing information to a 
large audience, but are mostly “one way” communication, with only some
elements of dialogue.

-> usually this leads to: little exchange and debating of arguments, little 
search for common ground, little mutual learning, few (common) results

These “dialogue” formats do not give researchers reliable feedback on how 
their research approaches are assessed or find acceptance.  
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Do you think these people are experts or lay people, or a mixture?

These are people in Switzerland assessing the GAMBA research project 
using stem cells, gene therapy, nano medicine and new biomaterials as new  
techniques to find a way to cure arthritis (www.gamba-project.eu).

Some of them have a special stake: They are patients suffering from arthritis.

Some of them were invited because they were chosen by a random selection 
from the residents register.

Some of them have very qualified expertise in their (former) jobs – but none of 
them is a expert in stem cell research or genetics.

Are they a legitimate target group to discuss research?

If you say, yes, and want to obtain sincere feedback of lay people, two main 
challenges emerge: 

How can you inform neutrally (and not to be tempted to try to persuade)?

How can you make them curious and encourage them so that they are 
interested in going more into the details? … rock their neurons….
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In the GAMBA project five groups from Switzerland, Germany and Ireland 
discussed the chances, risks and ethical impacts of this research project.

They worked for 3.5 days (two weekends with a three week break in 
between). As result they each handed 5 pages lay reports with feedback and 
recommendations to the researchers – worked out with a structure and key 
statements (you see above), afterwards edited as a full text: not from an 

expert view, nor with the intention to cut down freedom of research, but to 
express their hopes, fears and thinking about resulting societal challenges.

This was sometimes very “brainy” – but also combined with alternating 
methods – with involvement, activation, confrontation.
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There are many experience based, practical approaches to gain new, other 
insights: opinion and decision building is not only about facts… but based on 
experiences and values, perceptions, attitudes  and priorities.

If we are challenged not only by new topics but also by changing our 
perspectives and roles, we make new experiences (and learn new things).

Here you see a gaming simulation called „Islands“ to stimulate experience, 
interest and motivation, what communication and non communication is 

about, for a deeper reflection about your own behaviour.
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What‘s missing here? -

The ultimate hint about how to reach acceptance ;-)

By purpose.

Often scientists, business men or politicians would like to know how they can 
influence the public to accept contested technologies, like e.g. in Germany 

• Nuclear energy

• Genetic engineering

• Nano technology

My experience with lay persons’ participation in science dialogues is: 

This is not an issue of black & white!

To most issues you get a coloured – a distinguished - picture to what extend 
acceptance and support is given and to what extend the need for a 
moratorium, a deeper risk research or a regulation or investment in 
alternatives is desired.

Acceptance is not a suitable goal for dialogue – it can not be guaranteed, 

It can be a result if you have made you way through designing a dialogue 
process respecting several core principles…
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a) Transparency

As a scientist, it is about communicating the whole picture:

• what you know for sure and what you simply do not know,

• what chances, but also what risks you see (also very personally),

• explaining how things are running,

• why and how you are working (and whom are you paid by),

• what your personal motivation is, your interest, your ethical position.

So did the researchers in the GAMBA project: here you see Dr. Sybille Grad 

in Switzerland explaining how the biomaterial is working - in a transparent 
liquid.
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For science dialogues transparency comes also through

• process transparency (roles and responsibilities of all involved people, 
objectives, rules, how results will be obtained, influence of participants on 
agenda, issues, choosing experts,…),

• content transparency (multi-perspective expert selection, no predetermined 
results, …),

• transparent documentation (with visualisation techniques),

• no persuasion, no manipulation.
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b) Change of perspectives – multi-perspective input

Here you see an expert panel  - once again of the GAMBA dialogue. The 
experts are interviewed by the participants with a prepared questionnaire –
sometimes also as inverted panels where e.g. participants take the lead and 
prepare their statements and questions. 

Multi perspectives – a  selection of different positions means especially

• integrating critical perceptions,

• mentioning risk assessments (not always easy to organize on new issues),

• debating arguments from mutual sides and reveal stakeholder interests.
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c) Valuing every-day competence: experiences, expectations, values 

This is a ScienceCafé about vegetarian steaks, testing different samples from 
the researcher‘s “kitchen”. In a relaxed atmosphere, involving the public.

In consumer issues asking future customers about their opinions is standard 
practise – why not asking the public about science, which also often enough 
affects our lives.

In science matters assessments and (societal) decisions are not only based 
on facts and expert knowledge, but are also influenced by experience 
knowledge and personal values.

Even meat without GVOs will not be accepted by a vegetarian ;-) – but 

probably genetically modified soy vegetarian steaks neither…
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d) Empowerment of participants 

Visiting laboratories and scientific workplaces, looking at things more closely 
is one way of empowering participants to become acquainted with complex 
issues. But of course so are classic presentations, inverted panels, group 
work, role plays, mini-expertise preparing and facilitating expert panels or 
debating battles.

Here you see German participants of the GAMBA project taking a closer look.
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e) Discussion at eye level

Decision making in democratic societies is a negotiation between different 
interests - experts have of course special competences in their domain – but 
to decide on e.g. ethical issues the scientists are often not more qualified than 
participants. Participants become aware that there may be a difference 
between feasible and desirable scientific innovations. Or that society has to 

deal with impacts of new opportunities, e.g. how to assure fair exams when 
enhancement techniques are available more and more. 
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f) Sufficient time (for the desired outcome)

The more you address complex issues – the more time you need for a 
qualified dialogue.

The more you want qualified feedback – the more time you need.

The more controversial your issue is – the more time you need to look behind 
positions and search for interests.

A ScienceCafé setting may be the right method to raise interest, pass some 
basic information and initiate a first reflection – also to address new target 
groups.

To obtain well-informed feedback and recommendations for a research project 
like GAMBA, the concept of a consensus conference or a similar method 

seems more suitable.
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g) Organising balanced information

It is important to enable and support opinion building among participants, 
sometimes by using lots of printing material, sometimes by using more 
didactic or creative methods..

A vivid step is that participants choose – among a pre-organised expert 
selection - their favourite experts and prepare and organise their own expert 
hearing.
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Then trust can rise…

And without trust there will be no acceptance.

A key element is the direct face-to-face exchange, the confrontation with 
different positions, the time for discussion, assessing and balancing 
arguments, the authentic exchange and the respect not only for neutral data 
but also for emotional perceptions like enthusiasm (about potential therapies, 
technical innovations), fears, skepticism. 

But be also aware that personal sympathy may also influence the approval or 
disapproval of a particular argument.
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Here you see the seven steps that lead to the final lay report, covering the 
whole day. 

If you take more time than just organising an evening discussion, your 
participants become involved in a process with clear goals. They

• will have a clear orientation about what their personal task is, which 
common goal should be reached and how this will happen (trust into the 
process),

• will sleep several nights on the issues and have time to develop their own 

opinion (trust in their opinion building),

• will get to know different views – and be probably more open to learn new, 
to change or deepen positions, without losing their face (trust in their 
decision building).

And often acceptance is an outcome – however mostly very nuanced, linked 
to particular conditions or demands – and rarely a blank cheque.  
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Before starting a dialogue process, assure that the dialogue initiator is 
prepared to give serious feedback about the outcomes and recommendations 
to the participants.

Participants normally don‘t expect that all their recommendations are pursued 
and implemented – however it is important to take their feedback seriously. 
Otherwise motivation and enthusiasm about participation turn quickly into 

frustration.

When handing over the lay report (here once again the German lay report) 
the next step is that the addressed scientists (or initiator of the dialogue) give 
detailed statements about what will be done, pursued or taken aside - where 
there is common ground and where not.

By the way: experts, too, learn a lot in dialogue processes.
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When you then let participants’ neurons rock – by introducing creative tools –
participants will have fun and think out of the box, and find humor in science 
issues.

Here you see a future scenario about nano medicine developed by young 
students and pupils.
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You may call in a neutral all-party facilitator especially in controversial settings 
to establish that the facilitator 

• has no stake in the issue, but rests neutral,

• does not do marketing for a technique, a therapy, a new product or 
application, but integrates different views,

• does not manipulate the audience, but supports and empowers participants 
to have a discussion on eye level.

Alternatively, you may clearly separate the roles of the dialogue facilitator 
(restricted only to lead through the event) and the expert roles inside the 
organising team.
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I would like to encourage you to try different ways to discuss and 
communicate about science issues.

If you have an interesting issue

1. Look out for a possible facilitator (preferably experienced with group 
processes, facilitation and different methods).

2. Design your event – there are many varieties. Wolfgang Goede will show 
you soon.

3. Focus on reaching a result (no predetermination, more like a task to fulfill 
– like collecting feedback or recommendations to a particular question).
Usually more time is needed to get deeper results.

4. Qualify your experts on how to communicate with lay people and how to 

address and respond to their needs an expectations.

5. Collaborate with an institution that has established contacts with “the 
public” (schools, pubs, museums, associations, communities…)

6. Try and let yourself be surprised by the expertise and the engagement of 
lay people.
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End of presentation
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Involving participants at PCST:
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